PRESS RELEASE / EDMONTON, JULY 6, 2020

Oaklu Announces the Construction of “The Oaklu Alliance™”.
Oaklu, developer of large-scale global projects, announced today that it has officially formed an alliance with the select group of
companies in all areas of construction and support facilities.
Members of the Alliance bring a broad range of resources, a strong distribution network, specialist employees, financial support
including USD $2.5 trillion in assets, and the world’s largest project preparation fund for infrastructure and development.
The Oaklu Alliance provides the means for continued growth for all of its members, including specialized staff, advanced
technology and financial support.
The Alliance brings more capacity, increased technical expertise, and greater access to established markets and distribution
channels. With the common goal of scalable growth through the development of new technology and products, they have
opened the door to additional categories, and expansion into additional geographic markets.
“The world’s largest megaprojects have a long-lasting impact on the economy, environment, and society. They are extremely
complex and require multi-billion dollar investments.” Said Morgan Reynolds, president of Oaklu. “The Oaklu Alliance has the
technical expertise, track record, and funding to bring a broad range of large-scale facilities, in public and private sectors, to all
corners of the world.”
The Oaklu Alliance is a cohesive team of renowned construction specialists who have joined together to build a better world.
Oaklu is a fast-moving, large-scale development corporation and creator of Turnkey Hospital™ – their permanent medical
facilities can be quickly and economically constructed in both accessible and remote locations anywhere in the world.
About Oaklu:
With offices in Toronto, San Francisco, Vancouver and Edmonton, Oaklu is a fast-growing, global, large-scale developer. The firm
is known for its well-designed, high-quality residential, commercial and public structures. It is currently developing two major
projects, “Ember Gold,” a unique collection of architectural icons, and accepting contracts to build self-contained, ready-tomove-in Turnkey Hospital™ installations – a new category originated by the company. Oaklu is finalizing plans to build hundreds
of Turnkey Hospital units in the in the US and underserved countries around the world.
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